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The forces of globalisation, the impact of the new economy and advancements in new media 
technologies have affected young people’s performance making. This paper examines and defines 
contemporary performance practice of young people in the light of the concept of deterritorialization.  
Introduction 
My interest in the art form of theatre extends back into my childhood. I had a mother who was a 
voracious theatre-goer. I have many happy memories of being taken to Saturday matinees of block-buster 
musicals. But I remember as a young child wanting to do ‘it’ not just be on the receiving end of ‘it’. 
Weekends were spent devising performances with the neighbourhood kids that I can now claim as being a 
protean form – some drama, some dance, some music. And of course I inevitably joined a children’s 
theatre group. A big turning point occurred for me at Bronte Public School. My third grade teacher Mr 
Baynham let us write adaptations of well-loved stories and put them into the end of year school concert.  
As teenager-dom struck I joined the Brisbane Youth Theatre at Highgate Hill acting in four to five 
productions a year. By the time I was seventeen I was directing the ‘juniors’, children in the theatre aged 
seven to twelve years. My involvement in theatre continued and increased as I worked with amateur and 
professional theatre companies, sang light opera and continually sat in darkened performance spaces 
watching, always watching. 
In the past six years I have not worked as a performer but have instead pursued working in allied 
performance areas such as Education Officer at Queensland Arts Council and a lecturer in drama and 
contemporary performance. I guess what I have become is a performance commentator. In undertaking 
this research I have been taken back to my heartland of youth performance, and more specifically youth 
performance that positions young people as the performers. The doers and not the watchers, just like a 
younger me. My aim was to specifically explore the contemporary narrative being written by young 
people’s performance and to contribute to a greater understanding of how new conceptions of 
performativity, convergence and openness of form are key animating concepts in the landscape of youth 
performance.  
 
Design of the Study 
The investigation, reported on in this paper, is part of a larger dissertation which interrogates 
contemporary youth performance. For this investigation I have chosen to use a data collection method 
labelled by Haseman (1999) as “the researcher as artistic auditor”. The method takes its name from the 
music educator Keith Swanwick’s use of the word audition to describe the process of attending to the 
symbolic form of an art work in performance. For Swanwick, auditing goes far beyond merely listening 
and seeing in an auditorium somewhere. Instead, “it demands that the “auditor” possess a certain empathy 
for the performers and the performance context, an understanding of the traditions and conventions 
present in the piece and finally a willingness to ‘go along with’ the performance, to take it at face value in 
the first instance” (Haseman, 1999: 106).  
The investigation discussed in this paper is the artistic audit phase of the research. The artistic audit 
investigated thirty-nine youth performances from Australia and Europe which placed young people in the 
position of performer. The audit captured data relating to the use of performative forms, content 
creation/dissemination, the use of technology and “mediatized culture” (Auslander, 1999) in live 
performance. In the data analysis of the audit a selection from the larger sample has been used to illustrate 
the developing narrative in contemporary youth performance. 
During the audit process journal entries of selected performances were written. I logged my 
observations of the performances in an effort to locate the performance in the emerging conceptual 
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framework. These records were written in first person narrative immediately after viewing the 
performance. The purpose of the entries was not to critique the performance work but, to chronicle the 
performance and to illuminate features that were distinctive about the performance and its relationship to 
the concept of deterritorialization. To highlight the fact that they are written in present tense, unlike the 
rest of the paper, they have been formatted in a typescript which resembles handwriting. 
 
The Field of Deterritorialization 
The late twentieth century and the early years of the twenty-first century are characterised by the 
dynamics of globalisation. Within this swirl of shifting boundaries, contemporary performance mixes 
genres and diverse cultural experiences to express and reflect the complex organization that humans 
experience as contemporary life. I propose that there are three key concepts which animate contemporary 
performance devising and presenting processes. These concepts or devices are not mutually exclusive to 
main stage contemporary performance but can also be seen in performances generated by young people. 
These concepts can be defined as:  
1. Performativity 
2. Convergence in the use of live and mediated texts; art forms and genres 
3. Openness of form. 
These three categories can be harnessed under the umbrella concept of deterritorialization. The processes 
of deterritorialization allows for the synthesis of new cultural and performance genres by fragmenting and 
hybridising traditional cultural categories and forms.  
Deterritorialization, for Nestor Garcia Canclini, refers to, “…the loss of the natural relation 
between culture with geographic and social territory (including) relocalizations of new and old forms of 
symbolic production” (as cited in Kapur, 1998: 308). Inherent in the understanding of deterritorialization 
is the notion of globality. Beck usefully describes this term as, “the fact we are increasingly living in a 
world society in the sense that the notion of closed spaces has become illusory… from now on nothing 
which happens on our planet is only a limited local event” (1992: 10-11). 
Held (1999) identified four principal agents of cultural deterritorialization, namely popular music, 
television, cinema, and tourism. All of these mediums have had a major impact in creating, transforming 
and exciting global cultural networks resulting in the emergence of hybridised forms.  Mixing the 
traditional with the modern is a common practice in post modern society which gives birth to new 
contemporary cultural possibilities. Deterritorialization allows for the synthesis of new cultural and 
performance genres while it breaks down traditional cultural categories.  
The aspects of deterritorialization can be applied to the production of live performance works. 
Deterritorialization in a live performance work allows both performer and audience to experience and 
play with shifting cultural boundaries in effort to construct meaning both individually and collectively. 
Deterritorialized performance works are grounded in the use of hybridity – across art forms, across 
cultures, across live and mediated forms within a performance work, and between division of audience 
and performer.  
 
Deterritorialization at Work in Youth Performance 
The majority of youth performance companies contained in the artistic audit have the premise of 
wanting to engage young people in contemporary art practice and in the process of making work. 
Contemporary youth performance works that place young people in the position of performer, rather than 
audience members are the focus of the audit. The analysis of data has been filtered through the lens of 
deterritorialization as it relates to notions of performativity, convergence and openness of form. Initial 
data reveals that of the thirty-nine works captured in the artistic audit 49% fall into the category of 
performativity, 59% can be seen as embracing elements of convergence and 68% can be defined as 
having an openness of form. The audit is an analysis form only and does not incorporate information 
about the pieces; e.g. production process, artist intention, cast and venue information. This is 
demonstrated through the use of two contrasting journal entries in each section. The analysis of the data 
begins by examining the nature of performativity within the field of youth performance. 






Analytical Lens 1: Performativity 
Richard Schechner states in his text Performance Studies: an Introduction that: “Performativity is 
everywhere – in daily behaviour, in the professions, on the internet and media, in the arts and in 
language” (2002: 110). Performativity derives from the same root as the word “performance”, the activity 
that distinguishes and links the performing arts. The words performance and performativity have a varied 
meaning dependent upon the context in which they are being positioned.  In the context of the artistic 
audit the meaning ascribed to performativity is taken form J.L. Austin’s text How To Do Things With 
Words (1962). Austin used the term loosely to define something that embraces the notion of sharing with 
an audience in either a formal or informal sense. This then encompasses performativity witnessed in the 
formal spaces of a theatre or dedicated performance venue as well as everyday performativity seen on the 
streets through fashion, music, restaurants, bars and advertising.  
Performativity - Journal Extract 1 
Date: 20 September 2001 
Performance Title: On Top of the World with Gen Y. com 
Performance Venue: Visy Theatre, Brisbane Powerhouse – Centre for the Live Arts  
On Top of the World with Gen Y. com was an exploration of the information age as it impacts on the lives of young 
people. The question “Where do I fit into the world?” was explored through a collage form of theatre melding live and 
mediated texts. The piece seemed to be generated from the performers own experience and interaction with computer 
technology. They related stories both humorous and worrying. While being a polished and obviously rehearsed 
performance, it could be said that the performers didn’t require any special skills or training to take part in the 
performance. As I watched performers and audience members, I got the feeling that any one of us could have substituted 
for one of the performers on stage. This is not to say that it wasn’t a strong performance. It was. Apart from being aware 
of theatrical conventions (direct address, stage blocking, thrust staging) and techniques needed for vocal delivery, none of 
the performers displayed any specialised skills within the performance. It was a young person’s everyday concerns with 
technology played out with everyday performance skills. 
 
Discussion of On Top of the World with Gen Y. com 
This performance lasting thirty minutes was firmly grounded in the world and experiences of the 
young people who performed it. The pervasive nature of Information Communication Technologies 
(ICTs) is all too real in the contemporary world. Each of the performers obviously had a story to tell, be it 
good or bad, from personal experience. According to Read (1993) drawing the context, content and 
performance delivery from real life experiences without the use of hyper-realism in either design, 
costume or presentation firmly places On Top of the World with Gen Y. com into the category of the 
everyday. The delivery of the performance did not require any specific training beyond vague notions of 
the use of the performance space and minimal knowledge of vocal projection. The costumes of the 
performers could be pulled together from most young people’s current wardrobes. The mediated images 
within the performance were delivered through the standard PowerPoint presentation and data projector. 
All of which are part of our contemporaneous existence and readily available. 
Performativity - Journal Extract 2 
Date: 13 June 2002 
Performance Title: The Gift by The Flying Fruit Fly Circus 
Performance Venue: Lyric Theatre, Queensland Performing Arts Complex 
 
Wow! This performance was mesmerising. I have never, never, seen Australian young people, young performers work 
with so much skill and confidence. This performance, highlights that young people can be sophisticated and competent 
performing artists and producers of culture. From reading the program, most of performers had been training in circus 
skills at The Flying Fruit Fly Circus in Albury since before they reached double figures in age. They have been highly 
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trained by adult circus professionals who regularly work with companies like Circus Oz and Rock n’ Roll Circus. These 
young people aged between 10 and 18 years of age could undertake all the traditional circus ‘tricks’ and then some.  
 
The content of the production drew heavily on experiences that took place in school classrooms and playgrounds. It can 
be said that the content of the performance was within the realm of the performers own experience, and I wouldn’t be 
surprised if some of the activities displayed for the audience were devised from the performers memories of school life. The 
production demonstrated that young people’s competency to undertake complex aesthetic tasks to a high level of polish 
and achievement should not be underestimated. Unlike most of the previous youth performances that I have seen, it is 
obvious that not every school aged young person could perform in a work such as this.  
 
Discussion of The Gift 
This performance, in contrast to On Top of the World with Gen Y. com, required the performers to use 
and demonstrate a great deal of skill in circus arts. Segmenting the performance into the areas of content, 
context and performativity sheds light onto the way in which this performance can be defined. It could be 
argued that the content and context of The Gift may have been drawn from the performers own 
experiences of life in the school yard, however from the dialogue delivered by the performers it was 
obvious that the company was interested in using stereotypical school yard battles as its basis. The 
context did not explore one or any of the performer’s personal experiences, but rather grounded the 
performance context in a generic school experience. What made this performance significant to the 
artistic audit was the skill base that was used to undertake the performance.  
The majority of the performers in the company were at the middle and upper end of adolescence 
and as such had been with the company for ten or more years. This dedication to one performance genre, 
that of circus, had allowed the performers to engage with and use highly developed skills related to the 
circus arts. They were skilled performers and athletes. They displayed virtuosic skills that the average 
young person does not possess. This performance was beyond the realm of the everyday. The highly 
stylised set and lighting design, the costumes with careful attention to protective padding and safety 
devices, stereotypical characters and scripted dialogue, and the amazing circus skill base of the 
performers all point to the fact that this performance is clearly beyond the reach of a non-trained 
individual.  These young people were virtuoso performers in their field. 
 
Summary of Performativity - the Everyday and Virtuosic  
By unpacking two journal accounts of performances undertaken as part of the artistic audit the 
evidence points to young people’s performativity separating into two differing fields. First, it refers to the 
notion of formal training in preparation for performance. Second, performativity can be understood to be 
the content or themes explored within a performance work.  
There are two impulses animating this category. Therefore, to speak of performativity as it relates 
to young people one must speak in terms of everyday performativity and virtuosic performativity. These 
two impulses relate not only to level of performance skills needed by also to the subject matter being 
explored within the performance work. Traditionally the notion of virtuosic performativity has been 
reserved for those artists within the field of music – vocal, instrumental, ensemble or solo and to a lesser 
extent classical ballet.  
A close analysis of the data in the category of performativity reveals that 67% of the works can be 
classified as embracing everyday performativity and 33% of the works harness virtuosic performativity. 
This evidence points to the young people and youth performance embracing the more accessible everyday 
performativity. 
 
Analytical Lens 2: Convergence 
The concept of convergence in performance takes a post-discipline approach of inclusions as an 
organizing concept for the study of a wide range of behaviour. Convergence within performance sets no 
limit on what can be included in terms of performativity, medium and culture. The organising concept of 
convergence provides a coalescence of art form and genre within the live performance medium. At this 
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point of the twenty-first century, it can be argued that “as an art form, performance lacks a distinctive 
medium” (Carroll, 1986: 78), embodied practice and event is a recurring point of reference within 
performance. 
Convergence within performance starts from the premise that its objects of study are not to be 
divided up and parcelled out, medium by medium, to various other disciplines - music, dance, drama, 
literature, visual art. The prevailing division of the arts by medium is arbitrary, as are the creation of 
fields and departments devoted to each. Moreover, the historical avant-garde and contemporary arts have 
long questioned these boundaries and gone about blurring them. Read (1993) believes that there is an 
inadequacy of the current categories to describe post-modern performance practice. These new 
performance forms can be named as hybrid art, cross-art, trans-disciplinary performance, interdisciplinary 
performance, multi-art form or new media. They do not fall neatly into the traditional boundaries of 
theatre, opera, dance, film, music or visual art. They are sometimes indefinable and slippery in nature. 
However, the commonality between these converged forms is that they “drawn voraciously on the urban 
experience, the televisual and filmic, the fine art tradition and cabaret, the novel and pedestrian 
experience” (Read, 1993: 4).  
Emerging new technologies and a further increase of the mediatization in society and cultural 
productions caused an explosion of media related cultural productions in the mid-late 90s. Pierre Levy in 
his text Becoming Virtual speaks of how the movement towards virtualization has affected not only the 
fields of information and communication but “also our physical presence” (1998: 15). Many words can be 
used to describe events combining live and mediatized representations, that is, live actors with film, video 
or digital projections. Within and outside performance industries words such as multi-media, poly-media, 
hybrid art, multi-arts, mixed-media, screen media, new media and performance media are used as 
interchangeable terms to describe and categorise the melding of live and mediated performance. 
Convergence - Journal Extract 1 
Date:  26 October 2001 
Performance Title: Zing Kabaret 
Performance Venue: Bangarra Theatre, Sydney 
 
Four TYP companies from various parts of Sydney combined to create this performance. As the title says it was 
performed Cabaret style that invites the use of a mix of genres, styles and forms. All four groups had come together on the 
afternoon of the performance for one rehearsal, basically to orientate themselves in the space before the evening 
performance. Zing Zabaret contained a variety of messages, but the main theme that emerged during the evening was 
that young people’s resilience and creativity needs celebrating. Given that 3 of the four TYP companies come from 
marginalised areas of Sydney this was extremely important.  The themes were told through a mix of spoken text, physical 
theatre, mediated images, hip-hop dance, rap, beat box and R&B music. The performers, from a mix of ethnic 
backgrounds, used street dance infused with nuances from their own cultural dances, a touch of Indigenous Australian, 
Samoan, Vietnamese, Lebanese, Greek and Anglo life. The wonderful thing about this mix was that within the 
performance space all the cultures and cultural forms received validation. At times the messages were not comfortable to 
sit through but this is part of the performance style – it was confrontational, it was contemporary, it was appropriated 
and fragmented. 
 
Zing Kabaret wasn’t high on production value but the energy and eclecticism was just too engaging to dismiss. 
 
Discussion of Zing Kabaret 
In trying to define exactly what Zing Kabaret was in terms of form, style or genre, it could be 
best described as either one of the following: multi-media, poly-media, hybrid art, multi-arts. These 
interchangeable and ever-shifting terms aptly describe how this performance could be classified. 
Abandoning a linear or grand narrative structure, the performance instead played with exposing ideas, 
concepts and thoughts in a myriad of forms. The performers/devisers pirated, appropriated, fragmented 
forms and cultures, in effect deterritorializing them, in an effort to eschew the traditional disciplinary 
categories of dance, music, drama, theatre, live art and mediated image/text. Instead, this performance 
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embraced the post-modern performance hallmarks of pastiche, the use of non-linear narrative as a 
compositional technique and concern with the visual and physical rather than the verbal-textual.  
These young performers could be categorized as what Mackay (1993) described as navigators or 
explorers. As the label implies, explorers are characterized as creative and highly independent. They are 
passionate and committed to the interests and issues around which they build their identities. Moving 
away from a mono-cultural position in performance to embracing a position of multiculturalism the 
performers from various ethnic, social and economic backgrounds chose to embody the notion of 
“travelling cultures” (Cliffords 1992, 1997) by prising culture apart from location. By borrowing and 
transforming their own personal cultures, the performers opened new vistas for the audience in terms of 
form and style. The eclectic style of presentation was a deterritorialized performance which “dis-placed” 
(Giddens, 1994) cultural form, blurred aesthetic boundaries and embraced trans-disciplinary practice. 
Convergence of Live and Mediated Texts - Journal Extract 1 
Date:  07 March 2003 
Performance Title: Altered States 
Performance Venue:  Visy Theatre, Brisbane Powerhouse – Centre of the Live Arts 
 
Altered States is a collaborative creation of Backbone Youth Arts and PACT Youth Theatre. It is a highly 
interdisciplinary work that uses live and mediated performance.  Altered States is non-linear in narrative form and 
utilises layering of time, symbolic stage effects, non-naturalistic costume design, video/sound elements and physical 
action to investigate notions of identity emerging out of a sense of place, in this case Sydney and Brisbane. This 
contemporary performance raises themes of dislocation, urban youth, alienation and gender in Australia. 
 
The convergence of live and mediated performance worked effectively with film projection onto a moveable ‘scrim’ and 
recorded sound complementing the various non-linear narrative performances. While clearly not infatuated with new 
media technology, these young performers use the projected image and pre-recorded sound to heighten the narrative, 
fragment the narrative and to provide intertextual linkages.  
 
As a representation of the changing patterns of theatre production, it is encouraging to experience young actors 
empowering themselves creatively with the use of collaborative authorship. Unlike traditional theatre the performance 
work does not give the audience any answer or solution to these issues, rather, audiences are left to ‘take what they 
want’ from the performance and construct their own meaning. The paradigmatic shift from theatre to contemporary 
performance is what mostly shocks audiences of Altered States. The performance clearly reflects beliefs in the “dead 
author” and promotes the idea of creative teams working collaboratively to undertake narrative content, context and 
design. The openness of form contains abundant intertextuality; such as the line “I am the human fly” (from the movie 
The Fly) which reflects that this performance is a devised piece of work, where performers/writers have devised, reworked 
and added references to deliver a fresh expectation of narrative. 
 
This style of contemporary performance may well be the most effective means for young actors to inform audiences while 
also being open enough in form for wide interpretation. This show celebrates two states of urban existence and then 
dissects them, bringing to the surface such issues as territorialisation, alienation and gender disillusionment. The 
performance investigates lost identity within Australia and this theme is explored both historically and in the post- 
modern context. 
 
Discussion of Altered States 
Altered States was a clear demonstration of the paradigmatic shift that performance is 
experiencing particularly in youth performance. Evidence shows that the sector is no longer solely reliant 
on the forms of realism in performance. Altered States utilised other means of conveying a sense of place 
and meaning to its audience. These included the contemporaneous use of live action allied with mediated 
technologies associated with music and screen media. Abandoning Aristotle’s traditional three-act 
structure of a defined beginning, middle and end the performance explored notions of identity emerging 
out of a sense of place through a fragmented and layered non-linear narrative. Altered States did not 
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concern itself with an event-linked plot but rather they investigated the theme through the notions of time, 
space, place and causality. The consistent factor in the performance was the overwhelming use of 
mediated texts delivered into the performance space both aurally and visually. The entire performance 
from the moment the audience entered the space to the conclusion was dominated by projected images. 
The entire performance was engulfed by a video track, rather like a soundtrack in a movie, that either 
complemented or dislocated the narrative. 
Like most young people, these performers have been exposed to computers and digital devices 
from the time they were infants. They have grown up in a world where mobile phones, PCs, IM (instant 
messaging) and email have always existed. As a result, Brenda Laurel (1999) believes that they are more 
tech-savvy than any other segment of the population. It is appropriate, then, to have young people like 
those in Altered States to be actively engaged in a technological exploration sub-text, meta-text and non-
narrative text through mediated images and sound for the duration of the performance. The nature of this 
performance was truly deterritorialized as it was capable of engendering several concrete manifestations 
of concepts and ideas at different times and places, without being attached to any particular time and 
place. The technology in this performance was used as a way to integrate and augment their experiences. 
 
Summary of Convergence 
Unlike performativity this concept does not neatly break down into two distinct categories. 
Instead, two species can be identified but each frequently cross-fertilise each other within the field of 
contemporary youth performance. To begin the summary of this section the performances can be 
tentatively boxed into the categories of convergence in art form and genre which comprised 51% of the 
performances. Convergence in live and mediated texts that made up 49% of the performances. The 
analysis also reveals that 8 of the 22 performances categorised have an element of convergence crossing 
both categories. That is the 8 performances (Big Lies, On Top of the World with Gen Y.com, 
Weightlifting, Red Centre, Conduct Command Control, Altered States, The Exception and the Rule, 
Reality Y) used both species of convergence – art form and genre within a live and mediated work. 
1a)  Art form and genre. The evidence from both journal entries reveals that the greatest shift in 
contributing to the emergence of converged art form and genre is the abandonment of the traditional 
linear narrative. In doing so, this has allowed for a greater inclusion of viewpoints and stories within a 
performance. The use of multiple “voices” in each of the performances liberated the devisers/performers 
to use any art form or genre as their narrative device to communicate ideas, feelings, intentions, insights 
and conclusions to the audience. 
1b)  Live and mediated texts.  Of the thirty-nine works selected for the artistic audit 49% of the 
performances used new media technologies to embed mediated texts. The purpose for the inclusion of 
mediated texts in performance fall into the following categories: 
PURPOSE FOR INCLUSION OF MEDIATED TEXTS PERCENTAGE 
As a replacement for the traditional cyclorama or 
backdrop 
30% 
To create a character 1% 
To provide a visual landscape or spectacle 23% 
To juxtapose or heighten the narrative 39% 
To give reference to the ‘real’ world within the 
representational world 
4% 
To represent the narrative in another form 1% 
To develop a complementary or parallel narrative 3% 
 
Other purposes include externalisation of character’s thoughts and feelings, their inner monologue and to 
replay or highlight action. Neither of these was reflected in the audit of performance works for and by 
young people.  
 
Analytical Lens 3: Openness Of Form 
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Contemporary theories of narrative suggest that a narrative is an “intransitive” function, that is, it 
does not set out to do anything. A deterritorialized text lacks shape outlines or a definable interior.  The 
potential of the text is actualized within the meaning-realm of the reader.  
Readers are encouraged to tear the text apart, shift passages, and weave together text fragments 
while disrupting the possible linear discourse. Post-modern texts do not readily conform to any particular 
style or genre. Rather they beg, borrow and steal from the plethora of styles and genres available to 
inhabit a new house in a new street. In order to understand a text, the reader must “rewrite” it mentally 
and thus go inside it.” (Levy, 1998: 58). In the post-modern context of performance making, audiences 
need to be prepared to be challenged by texts that refuse to present a linear narrative either in form or 
content.  
Connected to and influenced by the category of convergence is the notion of authorship. Roland 
Barthes’ landmark essay, The Death of Author, however, demonstrates that an author is not simply a 
person but a socially and historically constituted subject. In the mid-twentieth century author seemed a 
stable, natural fact. According to Barthes, the processes of collaboration and appropriation have led to the 
collapse of the linear narrative and the linear text.  Thus the author cannot claim any absolute authority 
over his or her text because, in some ways, he or she did not write it. Barthes throws the emphasis away 
from an all-knowing, unified, intending subject as the site of production.  
One of the positions taken by post-structuralist theorists is that the author is dead. The idea of the 
author's disappearance has a long history. Among the people who advocated the disappearance of the 
author from the text was James Joyce. Modernism in general has stressed that the text stands apart from 
and is different from the author, and modernism has endorsed the idea that literature is an intertextual 
phenomenon, that texts mean in relation to other texts, not in relation to the lives of the author.  
Theorists Barthes, Foucault and Eco suggest that any piece of writing is in fact a complex web of 
cultural meanings, a texture of them, a text. A text only makes meaning because there are strands of 
meaning leading to all sorts of areas of experience and language use. Any text is necessarily intertextual, 
it does not have boundaries but has connections, instead.  
Openness of Form - Journal Extract 3 
Date:11 January 2002 
Performance Title: Kinderspiel – Out of Bounds devised by Australian Theatre for Young People (ATYP) and carrousel 
Theater der Parkaue  
Performance Venue: Studio Theatre, Sydney Opera House 
 
The Australian component (ATYP) of this performance were clearly interested in a form that embraces openness and 
intertextuality in which the audience are integral to the meaning making in the performance. The German contribution 
(carrousel Theater der Parkaue) were more comfortable with a didactic form that was more demonstrable than poetic. 
This created a performance work that was disjointed and not unified in either form or theme. What was plainly clear in 
this performance is that privileging of multiple voices is highly desirable. It allows the participants to retain ownership of 
the text and themes, it is important that when working across cultures, in this case Australia and Germany, that there is 
a shared understanding of the nature of performance both by and for young people and of the contemporary nature of 
performance within this genre.  
 
While the end product may not have been the desirable outcome for either performance group or the audience, what the 
piece did demonstrate was innovative methods of content creation via website and chat rooms (both in real time and in 
the bulletin board mode) thus embracing contemporary technology. It also embraced the collective visions and ideas of the 
young people involved in the performance project and involved a large number of co-authors in the construction of the 
text, be they performers, artistic directors, writers, musicians, designers and audience members. 
 
Discussion of Kinderspiel: Out of Bounds 
Kinderspiel: Out of Bounds is an example of collaborative authorship. One of the 
challenges of this conceptually massive production was the use of a performance design that 
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incorporated and privileged the multiplicity of voices and cultures exposed in the capture of 
content via the chatroom.  
Undertaking to create a performance between two youth performance companies in two separate 
countries with differing understandings of the role young people play in contemporary cultural creation is 
not an easy task. What was interesting about this work was not so much the form which emerged from 
melding a linear narrative (from the German company) with the non-linear thematic investigation (by the 
Australian company).  The interest lay in the way in which the work was created.  
The stories in Kinderspiel: Out of Bounds were a combination of young people’s experiences in 
schools and in school playgrounds or fictionalised versions of elements of school experiences. These 
personal narratives were gathered from within each of the casts through real time and online discussions 
and from a variety of young people from across Australia and Germany through participation on the 
discussion board attached to the ATYP website. This type of content creation naturally fostered the notion 
of intertextuality as one young person’s recollection would immediately speak to another young person 
thus scaffolding the effect of individual’s words and thoughts beyond the immediate reference. 
Before the casts assembled in Sydney, each company collaboratively created the text for their 
contribution to the work. ATYP assembled their text from the recollections on the website discussion 
board and from the cast members in the rehearsal room. This resulted in a multi-faceted, multi-story text. 
The German company likewise assembled text from the cast’s schoolyard experiences but then layered a 
historical and allegorical framework over the text resulting in a linear narrative. To assist in the huge task 
of building a bridge between the two companies creativity, conceptually and theatrically, artistic directors 
David Berthold and Manuel Schobel employed the skills of emerging playwright/dramaturg Tommy 
Murphy. Murphy to collated the stories, video artist Tim Gruchy to create images to accompany the 
onstage ideas and composer Wei Han Liao to develop the ideas and concepts in a musical narrative.  
The task of conjoining the two seemingly disparate texts was assisted by the concept of 
intertextuality. As the cast and collaborators found moments, sometimes successfully and other times 
unsuccessfully, where each text spoke of the other text and combined spoke beyond the text.  
Openness of Form - Journal Extract 4 
Date: 28 September 2002 
Performance Title: This Endless Shore by Western Australian Youth Theatre 
Performance Venue: Victoria Hall, Fremantle 
 
This Endless Shore explored the maritime history of the people and places around the coast of south- west Australia. As 
the majority of the events had taken place many years or decades ago, it would be safe to say that they young people 
performing had little or no experience, memory or recollection of the historical events that they were playing out before 
the audience. This is not to say that the young performers were not fully committed to the creation of a highly polished 
and informative piece of performance, rather the opposite was true. As all the events were outside the realm of the young 
people’s experience they could not collaborate on the authorship either textually or from a performative sense. 
 
As the performance was so highly polished, one could say that the performers had probably been drilled during the 
rehearsal period. The text that was spoken beautifully (at times too beautifully), and singing sung in well-rehearsed part 
harmony and the movement all looked highly directed. One could go as far as to say that it was the director’s vision and 
that they young people played out that vision most likely with little to no input of their own. The text, the song, the 
movement and the venue belonged outside of their realm of experience and therefore had little input into the directorial 
vision. 
 
Discussion of This Endless Shore 
The performance by the Western Australian Youth Theatre titled This Endless Shore was written 
by a singular author with little or no input from the young people who performed the work. The notion of 
singular authorship was also extended into the fields of composition of the musical score, design and 
direction. This Endless Shore was a model of well-crafted and polished performance. However, what it 
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lacked was a sense of ownership by the performers of the stories and the ways in which the telling of the 
stories unfolded on stage. 
The performance did not display any notion of intertextuality as it was a pure, but perhaps 
slightly fictionalised, re-enactment of historical events. Behind the scenes of the performance there had 
obviously been an audition process to cast the production. Relying heavily on realism, melodrama and 
pantomime this performance did not challenge the traditional hierarchical process of theatre making. 
Writer, director and designer all had their own visions fulfilled. The young cast members were merely the 
vehicle of the vision. It would be safe to say that in the case of This Endless Shore the authorial intent 
was supreme. The notion of the author as the keeper of prose style, ideas and phrasing, and text written 
without influence or assistance from others was uncontested. Collaborative authorship found no welcome 
mat here. 
 
Summary of Openness of Form 
Like the previous dichotomy of convergence, this category does not divide neatly into two 
distinct and separate classifications. Instead, this concept of openness of form is actuated by an overlap 
within the category particularly when relating to notions of intertextuality and collaborative authorship. 
An arbitrary divisional analysis of the performative works contained in this category points to 40% 
embracing intertextuality as a performative device. In unpacking the type of authorship contributing to 
form the data reveals that 46% of the works can be classed as collaborative authorship and 40% belonging 
to the class of singular authorship.  
1a)  Intertextuality 
 The concept on intertextuality can be slippery concept to capture. Derived from the Latin intertexto, 
meaning to intermingle while weaving, intertextuality is a term first introduced by French semiotician 
Julia Kristeva in the late sixties. The notion of intertextuality problematizes the idea of a text having 
boundaries and questions the dichotomy of “inside” and “outside”: where does a text “begin” and “end”? 
Young people as content creators consciously adopt, adapt and twist pre-existing texts to make new texts. 
Whilst the term intertextuality would normally be used to refer to allusions to other texts, a related kind of 
allusion is what might be called intratextuality, involving internal relations within the text.  
1b)  Authorship – singular and collaborative.   
One of the content creation processes emerging out of the artistic audit is use of collaborative or 
community authorship in the development and rehearsal of a performance work. The paradigm shift from 
the playwright as definitive authority as seen in theatre styles such as realism to the notion of the 
collaborative authorship as seen in contemporary performance is being mirrored in youth performance. 
And as such, it can be said the young people are using the post-modern content creation methods of  
contemporary performance. Huxley and Witts believe that:   
The term writer has come under scrutiny as the writer contributes but one part of the total 
performance ‘text’. Indeed, with performance, writers have ceased to be ‘authors’, with all the 
implication of ‘authority’ that the term implies, and have tended towards becoming providers of 
the text. (2000: 4) 
Instead of the two-process method of traditional theatre – a playwright writing a script in isolation 
and other artists staging it – the new theatre upholds a one-process method, wherein the group itself 
develops the piece from initial conception to finished product. Of the thirty-nine performances contained 
in the artistic audit, 27% of the productions were conceived, developed and written by a single author. 
The remaining 73% of performances were created, devised and scripted in a collaborative environment, 
usually by the performers. The collaborative or community authorship, has been in most cases, supported 
by an outside eye who has acted as a facilitator, director, dramaturge, sounding board and side-coach. 
Models of development for a new performance work may vary. What remains constant is the notion that 
this outside eye is working is a partnership as an equal content creator with young people not the supreme 
authorial voice.  
Openness of form is bound in notions of intertextuality and authorship. The evidence in the audit 
points to the fact that those performative works which used collaboration as a means of content creation 
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also displayed strong elements of intertextuality through the dissemination of multiple meanings, 
multifarious layerings of image and text and fragmented narrative. This finding heralds a possible third 
species within the concept of openness of form. Tentatively termed ‘collaborative intertextuality’ 14% of 
the works in the category can be defined as a nexus between intertextuality and collaborative authorship.  
 
Instead of the two-process method of traditional theatre – a playwright writing a script in isolation 
and other artists staging it – the new theatre upholds a one-process method, wherein the group itself 
develops the piece from initial conception to finished product. Of the thirty-nine performances contained 
in the artistic audit, 27% of the productions were conceived, developed and written by a single author. 
The remaining 73% of performances were created, devised and scripted in a collaborative environment, 
usually by the performers. The collaborative or community authorship, has been in most cases, supported 
by an outside eye who has acted as a facilitator, director, dramaturge, sounding board and side-coach. 
Models of development for a new performance work vary but what remains constant is the notion that this 
outside eye is working is a partnership, an equal content creator with young people not the supreme 
authorial voice. This collaborative authorship respects young people’s points of view, post-modern 
methods of creation with an emphasis on redactive creativity and intelligence.  
 
Openness of form is bound in notions of intertextuality and authorship. The evidence in the audit points to 
the fact that those performative works which used collaboration as a means of content creation also 
displayed strong elements of intertextuality through the dissemination of multiple meanings, multifarious 
layerings of image and text and fragmented narrative. This finding heralds a possible third species within 
the concept of openness of form. Tentatively termed ‘collaborative intertextuality’ 14% of the works in 




Analysing audience desires when mediatised culture as in its infancy, Walter Benjamin concluded 
that, “the audience was responding to the perceptual possibilities offered by the film medium” (Benjamin 
in Auslander, 1999: 159). If this statement is true, then it is little wonder that young people are embracing 
mediatised culture and technology to write the poetics of their own lives. They view technology as 
another tool for communication. For arts workers and young people developing new performance texts, 
the poetics of deterritorialization allow cultural creators to use a variety of art forms and genres to tell 
story including the use of new media technologies. Young people cut and paste from numerous art and 
non-art forms creating a hybridity in the performance texts. They are able to link content creation with the 
new media industry and thus linking creativity to technology skills. 
The statistics from the artistic audit has exposed that the preferred type of performativity used in 
youth performance is that of the everyday. Over half of the performances viewed as part of the audit used 
the notion of the everyday as both a performative style shifting away from highly stylized forms such as 
pantomime and melodrama traditionally associated with youth performance. The concept of everyday 
performativity also extended into the content and conceptual exploration of the performance so that it 
focussed on the lives and experiences of the young people who were the performers.  
 
Evidence illuminated that almost half of all youth performances now incorporate the technology of 
reproduction. The relationship between live and mediated forms, the visceral and the virtual, is embedded 
in content and how that content is communicated to an audience. The favoured form of content creation of 
text for performance is collaborative authorship with almost three quarters of the performances embracing 
this method rather than the traditional notion of singular authorship. From this data, it could then be said 
that young people and youth performance are favouring the concept of self narration to navigate and make 
meaning of cultural codes and cultural forms as well as to engage in an open dialogue with their 
audiences. 




Roger Hill believes “it’s the spontaneity, the freshness, the sense of process, the wholeheartness with 
which young people perform [that provides] the attraction” (as cited in Gattenhof, 2003: 60). Youth 
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